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1

INTRODUCTION

Every one is on mute.

Your heart is pounding; you are not usually this ner vous in 
meetings.

What  were you saying?

The energy on the call feels like it is slipping away.

Very few  people speak.

You hoped this meeting would be more engaging than the 
last one.

It  isn’t.

If the above scene feels at all familiar, we can relate. When 
remote meetings go badly, they go  really badly. Few  things 

feel as lonely and intimidating as speaking to a screen, with 
unreadable  faces staring back in silence. We wrote this book 
to help you improve the quality of your remote meetings. 
With a  little awareness, some planning, and some practice, 
you can make your remote meetings effective, engaging, and 
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a power ful mechanism for collaboration within your organ-
ization.

We hope this book enables you to think differently about 
your remote meetings and find new inspiration. We hope 
that you feel a  little braver in remote meetings. That when 
you finish reading you have something practical that makes 
your meetings more productive. That your teams enjoy re-
mote meetings a  little bit more. That your meetings achieve 
more power ful outcomes. That your organ ization begins to 
reap the fruit of meaningful meetings. We hope that the 
growing trend of remote working is made healthier by the 
work of this book.

WHY CARE ABOUT REMOTE MEETINGS?

Organ izations are built on tons of interactions and deci-
sions, both big and small. From a few  people compiling a 
report, to a big group deciding the bud geting strategy for 
a high- risk proj ect,  these moments of  people thinking to-
gether combine and compound to create the complex eco-
system that is a com pany. If we explore this a bit further, 
meetings are possibly one of the smallest and most dis-
crete units of collaboration within organ izations. Meetings 
are also one of the most impacted spaces in distributed 
environments.

While 10  years ago, remote working and distributed 
teams might have been considered “cutting edge,” current 
trends indicate that this style of working is becoming the 
norm for many organ izations. Multiple- location offices, a 
shift in work- life balance, regional skills scarcity, and city 
congestion are but a few  drivers of this global trend.1 How-
ever, many teams and organ izations are battling to reach the 
same degree of effectiveness and satisfaction in their remote 
spaces.2 We believe it is pos si ble to drastically improve an 
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organ ization’s outcomes by focusing on the quality of its re-
mote meetings.

WHO IS THIS BOOK FOR?

We wrote this book for anyone seeking to get more value 
from remote meetings,  whether  you’re a seasoned facilita-
tor, a new facilitator, or someone hoping to improve team 
meetings. As we detangle the complexity of remote collabo-
ration, the actions of the facilitator  will be the primary 
focus. By zooming in on this role and specifically the op-
portunity that skillful remote facilitation brings, facilita-
tors/leaders/team members  will be empowered with princi-
ples and actionable methods to enhance their organ ization’s 
effectiveness.

For  those who have never encountered facilitation as a 
craft before or used it as a mechanism to improve meeting 
outcomes and effectiveness, this book introduces the topic 
and includes a lightweight introduction to the basics.  We’ll 
make facilitation accessible and take you on a journey of 
 going deeper in your understanding. We  will connect facili-
tation, orga nizational effectiveness, and remote working.

HOW CAN YOU USE THIS BOOK?

At times this may look a lot like a general facilitation book, 
and if it helps you to improve in- person facilitation, then we 
are  really happy. We know that some of the content is equally 
relevant to in- person meetings, but we chose to include it 
when we felt it was especially relevant in remote meetings. 
So, bear with us if at times you think that what we are say-
ing relates to in- person meetings.

To move beyond a theoretical understanding, we have 
added a set of questions at the end of each chapter; we hope 
that you allow yourself some time with them. Facilitation is 
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both an art and a science and so we encourage you to seek 
opportunities to practice and receive feedback. If you are 
new to facilitation, you may find the chapter on “What is 
the Role of a (Remote) Facilitator?” particularly useful. We 
encourage you to also do a  little self- exploration into the 
world of facilitation to supplement what you learn  here.

A few disciplines have been combined in this book, par-
ticularly social psy chol ogy, neuroscience, and facilitation. 
Despite the theoretical background, we want this book to 
be practical and actionable. Each chapter has distinct sec-
tions that you can flip to for reference or skip if you want 
to get to the practical stuff. Chapters follow a similar struc-
ture.

Each chapter begins with a meta phor to make abstract 
concepts relatable. We then deep- dive into theory around the 
princi ple, often guided by illustrative stories from our expe-
rience. We believe a basic understanding of how the brain 
works is incredibly helpful in navigating social spaces and 
so each chapter has a section titled “ Under the Hood.”  These 
sections discuss neuroscientific research and its relevance to 
remote meetings. Fi nally, each chapter concludes with some 
practical ideas on mechanics and methods for you to begin 
experimenting with as well as questions to help you inte-
grate what you have learned. As you work through this 
book, we invite you to invest some time reflecting on the 
questions we pose, to challenge some of your thinking and 
to arrive at deeper understandings of  these spaces.

Although this book is intended to be a practical tool, we 
take a principles- based approach to remote facilitation. All 
tools and methods are only as impactful as the skill with 
which they are wielded. We believe that in exploring the 
princi ples  behind the methods, you  will gain a deeper un-
derstanding of remote facilitation and become a wiser stew-
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ard of  these spaces. Tools in and of themselves have no 
power— the power and outcome (positive or negative) de-
pends entirely on their application.

Fi nally, we’d like to note that no two meetings are the 
same; all have differing audiences and purposes. A meeting 
of se nior executives requires something dif fer ent from a fa-
cilitator than a team meeting that happens regularly. While 
dif fer ent meetings require dif fer ent strategies, it is difficult 
to draw clear distinctions between them. Just  because  there 
is a se nior audience does not mean the meeting  will neces-
sarily be a certain way. As such, this book covers a broad 
range of strategies and  will encourage you to use your intu-
ition to decide what is applicable to your specific context. 
We encourage you to experiment with one technique at a 
time, seek feedback often, and be transparent when you are 
experimenting.

WHO ARE WE?

We first approached remote facilitation with an experimen-
tal mindset due to the changing needs of our organ ization 
at the time. Global expansion had led to multiple office lo-
cations and industry trends  were putting increasing pressure 
on “remote working” being offered as a benefit to staff. 
Working as orga nizational facilitators and team coaches, we 
 were tasked with guiding the com pany through this transi-
tion. One of our main goals was to make remote meetings 
as  human and effective as our in- person ones, maintaining 
productive collaboration through this transition.  We’re 
grateful that we  were given the space to explore and experi-
ment from the start.

We have since spent years studying what makes remote 
interactions dif fer ent, looking for answers in neuroscience 
(What’s happening in our brains when we look at someone 
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through a screen?), social psy chol ogy (How do group dy-
namics play out in the absence of co- location?), Agile (How 
do we prioritize  people and interactions when we cannot see 
 people?), and facilitation (What can facilitation teach us 
about navigating complexity?). We now specialize in en-
abling distributed teams to reach high per for mance by us-
ing a combination of adapted facilitation techniques, team 
coaching methods, and Agile frameworks. We speak at con-
ferences, host workshops, consult with teams and organ-
izations, and have founded an online learning community of 
international remote facilitators. We are passionate about ad-
vancing the craft of remote facilitation and enabling organ-
izations to thrive in the absence of co- location.
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WHY IS REMOTE 
COLLABORATION DIFFICULT?

“Vulnerability is hard and it’s scary  
and it feels dangerous.”

— Brené Brown3

When we think about meetings, vulnerability is one of 
the first words that come to mind. Brené Brown defines 

vulnerability as, “Uncertainty, risk and emotional expo-
sure.”4 As you walk into a meeting, outcomes can be uncer-
tain, the pro cess for achieving them may be unclear, and, if 
 you’re  really attached to the outcomes,  there is a degree of 
emotional exposure you  will prob ably endure to defend 
what you value.

Meetings are one of the most common mechanisms 
for  collaboration, and they  house im mense potential for 
organ izations. High- quality meetings directly influence 
an organ ization’s ability to achieve its outcomes. At the 
same time, meetings have the potential to be profoundly 
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vulnerable spaces. Perhaps this is one of the main reasons that 
so many  people strug gle with remote meetings: a cocktail of 
 factors, such as technical barriers and invisible group norms, 
increase the uncertainty and risk in an already vulnerable 
space. In this chapter, we highlight three stories that illustrate 
some of the most common challenges of remote meetings. We 
also look at a model from neuroscience of how  human beings 
perceive threat in social situations. How we solve  these chal-
lenges  will be the work of the remaining chapters.

THE STORY OF A CO- LOCATED TEAM  
THAT TRIED REMOTE WORKING

We facilitated a co- located software engineering team work-
ing on their com pany’s core back- end technology. The team 
had the autonomy to choose how they worked. One of the 
decisions they made was to work from home one day a week 
 because most team members had long commutes.

The team’s in- person meetings flowed; despite two indi-
viduals being more out spoken, differing opinions  were 
voiced and heard. Lighthearted comments  were passed and 
more often than not, outcomes that the team believed in 
 were reached . . .  except on remote days. The same team in 
a remote setting often lost their sense of humor, and despite 
desires to be other wise, found themselves in meetings that 
often felt tense and awkward, with the two more dominant 
voices occupying a lot more airtime than usual. The team 
was frustrated that their remote meetings felt less engaging 
and a lot more draining.

Some of the above might sound familiar. Perhaps you 
have witnessed dynamics shift in a remote space. Despite the 
trust built over the team’s two years of working together and 
their shared commitment to succeeding with remote work, 
remote meetings  were difficult.
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As we explored how to improve  these meetings, the chal-
lenges we  were experiencing became clearer:

 ■ Group norms are invisible: While it is easy to replace 
explicit norms, the implicit norms that guide be hav-
ior are difficult to identify. For example, it is usually 
quite easy to sense if someone would like to speak if 
you see them breathe in, lean forward, or raise their 
hand. Even if the group reestablishes new remote 
norms and chooses to keep their videos on or use a 
“raise hand” mechanism, the experience is not the 
same. As social beings, a lot of our interactions are 
guided by intuition rather than overt rules. Replacing 
all the subtleties that help us navigate social interac-
tions is  really difficult.

 ■ Overreliance on verbal communication: In the co- 
located meetings, the team would mix their commu-
nication styles by speaking, using sticky notes, or 
writing on the physical board. Unintentionally, this 
subtle action provided alternative communication 
mechanisms and leveled the playing field for dif fer-
ent kinds of thinkers.  People who needed time to 
think before speaking (typically the more intro-
verted team members)  were able to write their 
thoughts down. Contrasted with the remote calls in 
which 100  percent of the communication was often 
verbal, some  people experienced the space as signifi-
cantly more stressful. The absence of visuals can 
often result in biases  towards certain kinds of 
thinking.

 ■ Technical barriers break flow: Each time someone 
missed something that was said, asked for it to be 
repeated—or, worse, gave up trying to hear— the flow 
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 UNDER THE HOOD
USING NEUROSCIENCE TO MAKE SENSE OF 

REMOTE COLLABORATION CHALLENGES

Meetings are social spaces. As such, the neuroscience 
of  human social be hav ior is foundational in developing 
eff ective ways to improve them. In 2008, David Rock 
developed one of the most perceptive social cognition 
models that we have seen. His model, called SCARF, is 

and focus of the meeting changed. With each inter-
ruption, frustration  rose.

■ Communication takes additional effort: To convey an 
idea in person, participants could draw on a white-
board or use hand gestures to provide additional 
information that might be diffi cult to convey with 
words. To do so was relatively easy and quick. The 
team lost this ease of communication  because they 
had to seek and prepare alternative tools, which felt 
less fl uid and accessible.

The small  things we overlooked and took for granted in 
person became more obvious in a remote space. The change 
in environment changed be hav ior. If unaddressed, that 
change could have led to the formation of unhealthy be hav-
iors and mindsets about meetings.
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built on the idea that the brain is primed to avoid threat 
and move  toward reward, with the default being identi-
fying and reacting to perceived threats. His research 
shows that  unless we intentionally create conditions 
that enable the brain to perceive the situation posi-
tively, it is likely that we  will see the negative first.

SCARF5 is an acronym for the five primary needs of 
the brain from which a person may perceive threat or 
reward. We believe  these are helpful lenses for under-
standing the challenges we experience in remote 
spaces. Each person in a meeting has a dif er ent com-
bination of  these needs and we have found that re-
mote spaces complicate their fulfillment.  We’ll describe 
the five domains below and reference them in the com-
ing chapters:

1. Status: How impor tant or valued do you feel? If 
you feel undervalued or underappreciated, you 
are less likely to bring your best self to a meeting 
space,  because your brain responds to the 
perceived threat. If we think about a remote 
meeting in which someone speaks but the group 
continues talking over that person, they can feel 
excluded. While a technical glitch could have 
caused the issue, this person is now feeling less 
valued, which impacts how they  will engage in 
the meeting.

2. Certainty: How much clarity is  there in a given 
situation? For  people with a high need for cer-
tainty, the absence of information in a given 
situation can lead to creating false stories, 
which usually are negative (our brain’s default). 
For example, we might tell ourselves that the 
reason they did not tell us that information was 
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 because they did not want our team to know— 
whereas in real ity they may simply have forgot-
ten to tell us. If we think about the invisible group 
norms in remote meetings, this lack of clarity and 
certainty can feel quite scary for some. How does 
one engage in a remote meeting? As we wait for 
 people to join, the ambiguity of not knowing how 
to act in this space can lead to feelings of vulner-
ability.

3. Autonomy: How much control do you feel you 
have in a given situation? Without some degree 
of choice, we can feel out of control, which can 
be perceived as very threatening by some. If we 
think about a remote meeting that overempha-
sizes verbal communication, it is pos si ble that 
dif er ent kinds of thinkers may feel less control in 
this situation and begin to feel threatened and/or 
withdrawn/disengaged if the space does not 
allow for their contribution as easily.

4. Relatedness: How connected and close do you 
feel to  those around you? Not feeling a part of 
something or being excluded from the “in- group” 
can be experienced as incredibly painful for 
some. As group norms are made invisible in 
remote spaces, feeling connected and close to 
 those around us is less likely. For  people with a 
high need for connectedness, the meeting space 
can become a lot more vulnerable.

5. Fairness: How balanced and equal does a given 
situation feel? You might receive a bonus with 
which you are  really happy,  until you discover 
that your colleague received more.6 Perceived 
fairness  really  matters for some  people. Acciden-
tally favoring the loud voices or more confident 
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THE STORY OF THE MEETING EVERY ONE FEARED

A few years ago, we worked with a global financial tech-
nology firm that had a weekly meeting in which  people 
across the business dialed in to discuss the top priorities for 
the com pany. Participants  were spread across Africa, Eu rope, 
and Asia. The person responsible for holding the meeting 
did not have facilitation experience so we invite you to with-
hold judgment. The meeting usually began by screen- sharing 
a document in which numerous  people had to account for 
the status of their proj ect, answer any questions from the 
audience, and justify any delays.  There  were usually between 
30 and 40  people on  these calls. The owner of the meeting 
would insist that each participant turn on their video so 
that they could ensure every one was paying attention.

It is relatively common for organ izations to have status 
reporting– flavored meetings. It is also not uncommon for 
 these kinds of meetings to feel intimidating, unsafe, and de-
fensive. What saddened us in  these meetings went beyond 
 these common pitfalls of reporting- style be hav ior. The atmo-
sphere, regardless of the content, was more often than not 
tense. This tension led to unhelpful be hav iors cropping up 
and skewed the outcomes being reached:

 ■  People who  were usually positive and engaged at 
work would become defensive, withdrawn, or the 
other extreme— aggressive.

speakers in a remote meeting could create a 
perception of unfairness. Similarly, if someone is 
struggling with tech and gets left  behind for a 
bit, this can feel quite unfair for some and begin 
to create unhelpful states in the brain.
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 ■ The information did not flow smoothly throughout 
the session, which led to  people feeling frustrated or 
disengaged.

The remote environment  really influenced the be hav ior of 
attendees. No one wanted the meeting to be this way and 
yet no one was aware of why the meeting was so.

This example illustrates four additional challenges we of-
ten observe in remote meetings:

 ■ Isolation exaggerates fear: When  people joined this 
call, they  were already a  little ner vous (due to the 
reputation of this meeting). On days when  there was a 
heated argument or a possibly hostile accusation, the 
feeling of being alone and separate compounded the 
fear. Rather than being in a room in which partici-
pants could see each other, and feel a sense of related-
ness, every one was in their own space wondering 
what  others  were thinking and feeling. This uncer-
tainty and “separateness” compounded the fear. 
Thinking about SCARF,  those with a high need for 
Relatedness may have particularly strug gled with this.

 ■ Multitasking is both easy and expensive: We see this 
often in remote meetings. In this par tic u lar meeting, 
we came to understand that about 80  percent of 
 people on this call had other tabs open and  were 
multitasking. Group norms tend to result in most 
 people paying attention in in- person meetings; it’s 
 really obvious if someone starts scrolling on their 
phone next to you. On calls though, it’s much easier 
to drift into another space. The result this had on the 
meeting was that  people lost context and in turn 
responded with possibly inappropriate or incomplete 
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information.  These poor responses further compli-
cated the meeting by resulting in:

 ■ Increased frustration for other participants

 ■ Poorer- quality outcomes

 ■ Some  people perceiving  these kinds of be hav iors as 
a threat to Fairness; not all participants  were 
putting in the same effort

 ■ A facilitator’s power is exaggerated/amplified: 
Facilitators hold an intangible kind of power in a 
meeting. Often without question, a group  will go 
along with the facilitator’s suggestions or be more 
swayed by their ideas. This is why it is particularly 
impor tant for a facilitator to maintain a neutral 
stance to enable the group to reach their own 
solutions. In remote spaces, we have observed that 
facilitators, if unaware of their wake, can have an 
exaggerated effect on the group. If the vulnerability 
of the remoteness has resulted in  people feeling a bit 
more ner vous and tentative than usual, a facilitator 
(or the authoritative voice in the room) is relied 
upon even more than in a co-located meeting. 
Similarly, opinions voiced by the facilitator are more 
likely to be  adopted, possibly skewing the outcomes 
and silencing voices too hesitant to challenge. 
Depending on the person, this might be perceived as 
a threat to one’s Status (the group is valuing what 
this person says over what I think), Autonomy (I 
 don’t feel like I can say and do what I want to), and 
Fairness (it upsets me that not every one is being 
heard in the same way).
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 ■ Inability to see  faces creates uncertainty: A pattern 
that we observe frequently in remote meetings is that 
the ambiguity of the space/lack of control often leads 
to the emergence of more controlling be hav iors. For 
example, someone feels “out of control”  because they 
cannot see  people’s expressions or what they are 
 doing, and in reaction to this feeling they make 
 people turn on their videos. This impacts both indi-
vidual Autonomy (I  don’t have any control over how 
I engage in this space) and the tone of the meeting. 
Being in a remote space already feels vulnerable; by 
using force, participants often feel more exposed. If 
someone feels uncomfortable in that moment, being 
forced to turn on their video is a direct threat to their 
Autonomy, which in turn affects their ability to think 
creatively  going forward.

Vulnerable meetings can become especially vulnerable 
and scary when conducted in a remote setting. If the facili-
tator lacks this awareness and the methods for mitigating 
this feeling, the likelihood of reaching quality thinking and 
outcomes in remote meetings is  really low. But fear not:  there 
is hope for  these kinds of spaces, which  we’ll share in up-
coming chapters.

THE STORY OF THE FULLY REMOTE  
PROJ ECT KICKOFF

The beginning of a proj ect plays a crucial role in setting the 
tone for interactions  going forward. This story is about a 
proj ect kickoff for a mobile technology development team 
spread across Eu rope and  Kenya. The key stakeholders  were 
in South Africa. The proj ect was the first of its kind for the 
organ ization, entailing a lot of cross- team communication 
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and alignment with external ser vice providers. Upfront we 
knew that not every one knew each other or had worked to-
gether before. The goal of this meeting was to ensure that 
every one involved understood the goal of the proj ect as well 
as what was expected from every one throughout the proj ect.

This kickoff presented in ter est ing challenges to creating 
Fairness, Relatedness, and Autonomy. See if you can spot 
how:

 ■ Not every one spoke the same language at home: 
Working with three dif fer ent countries that had 
dif fer ent first languages meant that meeting attendees 
did not feel equally comfortable speaking En glish in 
the session. The fact that  there  were 20- plus  people 
already posed a challenge to hearing all voices. The 
fear of being misunderstood or sounding dif fer ent 
made potential speakers feel that much more vulner-
able. How many opinions, thoughts, and suggestions 
are missed if  people do not feel comfortable speaking? 
We  were also aware that participants needed time to 
pro cess what was being said and make sense of it.

 ■ Cultural nuances impact the space: Understanding 
the impact of cultural differences was crucial in 
creating a safe space. For one of the represented 
cultures, it was commonplace to have their leader 
speak on their behalf. This group was generally less 
out spoken than the other team from country Y. 
Another consideration was the words we chose and 
their implications. One  mistake we made was to use 
the word “tribe” to describe an activity. While “tribe” 
is innocuous from our frame of reference, we learned 
that for some African cultures it has quite divisive 
connotations.
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 ■ Lack of familiarity: Remote calls are challenging 
enough when every one knows each other. Meetings 
can be even more daunting (for facilitators and 
participants) when the majority of  people on the call 
do not know each other. A challenge we faced as 
facilitators during this meeting was finding a way to 
get participants to introduce themselves in a fun, 
nonthreatening way. Had we been unable to establish 
this trust,  people might have felt less safe and won-
dered “Is it okay if I ask a question?” or “ Will it be 
acceptable if I raise a concern?”

 ■ What time is it again?: If we use Cape Town as a 
baseline, we had participants on the call that  were 
two hours ahead and some that  were two hours 
 behind. We had to find a time that accommodated all 
time zones as best as pos si ble. The energy in the room 
can change if  you’re scheduling a session during 
someone’s lunchtime or at the end of the day. Some 
organ izations face far greater time zone differences. 
While it might not be pos si ble to find an ideal time 
for every one, awareness and acknowl edgment of this 
can make  people feel more respected.

CHAPTER SUMMARY: WHY IS REMOTE 
COLLABORATION DIFFICULT?

In this chapter we have touched on a few of the difficulties 
commonly faced when collaborating in remote meetings: 
frustration, withdrawal, and boredom.  These symptoms can 
arise when a person’s social needs are not met. Cultural and 
language barriers, uncertainty in what is expected, invisible 
group norms, and numerous distractions are but a few of 
the threats faced in remote meetings. No meeting is  free of 
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challenges,  whether in person or remote. By paying atten-
tion to Status, Certainty, Autonomy, Relatedness, and Fair-
ness, we minimize the chance that a person perceives a 
remote space as threatening. Having an awareness of the 
 factors that complicate remote interactions is the first step 
in overcoming them.

Choose a remote meeting you held recently and pick a 
question to reflect on. We encourage you to write  these an-
swers somewhere so you can see how your understanding 
of remote facilitations deepens:

 ❑ What group norms might attendees be unable to 
see?

 ❑ How is verbal communication being balanced by 
other forms of communication?

 ❑ What impact are technical barriers having?

 ❑ How much effort is  going into communicating for 
participants?

 ❑ How much fear is in the air?

 ❑ How much multitasking  were you  doing? What was 
the cost that you paid?

 ❑ How comfortable is every one with the language 
being spoken?

 ❑ How much consideration are you paying to time 
zones?

 ❑ What cultural norms might you be overlooking?

 ❑ How familiar are attendees with one another?
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